












ALTITUDE PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF YJ71-A-7 TURBOJET ENGINE
By Ivan D. Smith, Charles V. Leonard, Jr.,
and Harry E. Bloomer
SUMMARY
Altitude performance of a YJ71-A-7 turbojet engine, with afterburner
inoperative, was determined in the NACA Lewis altitude wind tunnel over
a wide range of flight conditions. Engine speed and exhaust-nozzle area
were controlled independently during this investigation.
The variation of corrected values of air flow, net thrust, and fuel
flow with corrected engine speed was not defined by a single curve with
changes in altitude at given flight Mach number. Changes in altitude
had very little effect on minimum specific fuel consumption at altitudes
up to 45,000 feet. There is one exhaust-nozzle schedule that is nearly
optimum for all flight conditions. Performance calculated from pumping
characteristics agreed with experimental values and can therefore be
used to extend engine performance data.
INTRODUCTION
An investigation was conducted in the NACA Lewis altitude wind tun-
nel to evaluate the over-all performance characteristics of a YJ71-A-7
turbojet engine over a range of engine speeds and exhaust-nozzle areas
at altitudes from 6000 to 55,000 feet and flight Mach numbers from 0.16
to 1.00. Performance data were obtained with afterburner inoperative
and are restricted to the engine speed range obtainable with the accel-
eration air bleed ports closed.
The data are presented in several forms to facilitate interpretation
of the results. The variations of corrected values of air flow, net
thrust, and fuel flow with corrected engine speed are shown for several
flight conditions. Engine performance maps showing the relation between
exhaust-gas temperature, engine speed, net thrust, exhaust-nozzle area,
and specific fuel consumption are also presented for several flight con-
ditions. The effects of two methods of thrust modulation on specific
fuel consumption are compared over a range of altitudes and flight Mach
numbers. Engine pumping characteristics are also presented so that the
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engine pressure ratio, air flow, and fuel flow can be predicted, and
over-all engine performance therefore calculated for flight conditions
other than those investigated. Variation of net thrust and fuel flow
with true airspeed is presented for a range of altitudes including a
comparison and extension of the actual data with performance calculated
from pumping characteristics. A method for determining jet thrust in
flight from exhaust-nozzle pressure drop is discussed. All engine per-
formance data obtained during the investigation are tabulated herein.
Although a specific investigation of engine operational character-
istics was not made, some operational problems were encountered in the
course of engine operation and are discussed briefly.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Engine
The manufacturer's static sea-level rating of the YJ71-A-7 engine,
with afterburner inoperative, is 9515 pounds of thrust with a specific
fuel consumption of 0.989 pound per hour per pound of thrust, an air
flow of 158 pounds per second, and a compressor pressure ratio of about
8.9 to 1 at an engine speed of 6100 rpm and a turbine-outlet temperature
of 16850 R. The length of the engine with afterburner is 238 inches,
the maximum height is 4 4 inches, and the maximum width is 394 inches.
The dry weight of engine and accessories is about 4600 pounds. The
engine components included a 16-stage axial-flow compressor, a cannular-
type combustor with 10 circular inner liners, a three-stage turbine, an
afterburner, and a variable-area iris-type exhaust nozzle.
In order to permit acceleration in the engine speed range from
65 to 85 percent of rated speed, at which the compressor operating line
approaches the surge line (ref. 1), air is bled from eight bleed ports
in the combustor inlet section. These bleed ports operate automatically
and are scheduled to be open between 55 and 92 percent of rated engine
speed.
Installation
The engine and afterburner were mounted on a wing section that
spanned the 20-foot-diameter test section of the altitude wind tunnel
(fig. 1). Dry air was supplied to the engine from the tunnel make-up
air system through a duct connected to the engine inlet. Throttle valves
installed in the duct permitted regulation of the pressure at the inlet
of the engine. Engine thrust and drag measurements by the tunnel balance
scales were made possible by a frictionless slip joint located in the
duct upstream of the engine.
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Instrumentation for measuring pressure and temperature was installed
at various stations in the engine (fig. 2). Thermocouples for measuring
engine-inlet temperature were located upstream of the engine in the
inlet duct. The temperatures measured at the exhaust-nozzle inlet (sta-
tion 6) were used as the turbine-outlet temperatures (station 4) to
avoid possible effects of radiation on the temperatures measured at
station 4.
Procedure
Engine performance data presented in this report were obtained at








35,000 X X X
45,000 X X
55,000 X X
Engine performance data were obtained at engine speeds from 86 to
102 percent of rated speed at most flight conditions. The schedule of
the bleed ports in the combustor inlet section was interrupted so that
the ports would remain closed for all steady-state data presented in
this report regardless of engine speed. The surge characteristic of
the compressor did not allow steady-state operation at engine speeds
below 86 percent of rated with the bleed ports closed. Data were
obtained at five fixed settings of the variable-area exhaust nozzle
having projected areas of 2.54, 2.685, 2.86, 3.18, and 4.13 square feet.
In order to simulate the various flight conditions, the air flow
through the make-up air duct was throttled from approximately sea-level
pressure to a total pressure at the engine inlet corresponding to the
desired flight condition with complete ram pressure recovery assumed.
The static pressure in the tunnel test section, into which the engine
exhausted, was set at the desired altitude ambient pressure® The tem-
perature of the inlet air approximated NACA standard values wherever
possible with the exception that the minimum temperature obtainable was
about 4400 R.
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Tunnel balance scale thrust values were used for all engine perfor-
mance data in this report.
The engine fuel used was 1IL-F-5624A grade JP-4 having a low heating
value of 18,700 Btu per pound and a hydrogen-carbon ratio of 0.171.
The symbols and the methods of calculation used herein are given in
appendixes A and B, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All engine performance data obtained during the investigation are
compiled in table I. Inasmuch as engine-inlet air temperatures below
4400 R were not obtained and because small errors occurred in tunnel
static-pressure settings, the data presented graphically in nongeneralized
form have been adjusted to NACA standard altitude conditions by use of
the factors 8a and 8a (see appendix A).
Generalized Performance
The variation of corrected air flow with corrected engine speed at
an exhaust-nozzle area of 2.685 square feet is shown in figure 3 for a
range of altitudes and flight Mach numbers. This exhaust-nozzle area'is
slightly larger than the area required for rated static sea-level per-
formance and slightly smaller than the area for minimum specific fuel
consumption. Air flow increased with engine speed up to a speed of about
6400 rpm, after which it was not increased appreciably by a further
increase in speed. The corrected air flow at rated corrected engine
speed was 167 pounds per second at altitudes below 15,000 feet and
decreased to about 163 pounds per second at an altitude of 45,000 feet.
This decrease in corrected air flow was primarily due to Reynolds number
effects.
The variation of corrected net thrust and fuel flow with corrected
engine speed at an exhaust-nozzle area of 2.685 square feet is shown in
figures 4 and 5, respectively, for a range of altitudes at a flight Mach
number of 0.16. Corrected net thrust and fuel flow increase with engine
speed throughout the entire range although corrected fuel flow increased
at a greater rate than corrected net thrust at high corrected engine
speeds. The increase in corrected net thrust with altitude is associated
with reductions in compressor and turbine efficiencies in that a higher
corrected turbine-inlet temperature (and therefore pressure) was required
to maintain a given corrected engine speed. The elevation of corrected
temperature and pressure levels within the engine overcompensated for the
reduction in air flow which accompanied the increase in altitude (fig. 3)




The increase in corrected fuel flow with altitude is associated with
reductions in compressor, combustor, and turbine efficiencies.
Performance Maps
Performance maps showing the relation between exhaust-gas tempera-
ture, engine speed, net thrust, exhaust-nozzle area, and specific fuel
0
	 consumption are presented in figure 6 for all flight conditions at which
P	 a sufficient range of engine variables was covered. These maps were
obtained by cross plotting from curves showing the variation of turbine-
outlet temperature, net thrust, and specific fuel consumption with
engine speed at the five exhaust-nozzle areas for the various flight con-
ditions. Lines were faired through the average of data points and are
within an accuracy of t3 percent.
For the range of flight conditions investigated, minimum specific
fuel consumption occurred at engine speeds between approximately 5100
and 5800 rpm and at exhaust-nozzle areas of 2.86 square feet or less.
These engine speeds at which minimum specific fuel consumption occurred
correspond to a corrected engine speed of approximately 5600 rpm (92 per-
cent of rated engine speed). As corrected engine speed increased beyond
5600 rpm, the specific fuel consumption increased principally because of
a reduction in compressor efficiency. As the exhaust-nozzle area was
increased beyond 2.86 square feet, the specific fuel consumption
increased principally because of a large increase in tail-pipe pressure
loss and a decrease in ideal air-cycle efficiency.
Altitude had very little effect on minimum specific fuel consumption.
For example, at a flight Mach number of 0.16 and altitude from 15,000 to
45,000 feet, the minimum specific fuel consumption varied between 0.925
and 0.950 pound per hour per pound net thrust (less than 3 percent).
The variation in minimum specific fuel consumption was small because the
compressor pressure ratio, and consequently the ideal air-cycle effi-
ciency, increased with altitude and therefore compensated for the atten-
dant reduction in component efficiencies.
An increase in flight Mach number at any altitude caused an appre-
ciable increase in minimum specific fuel consumption. At 35,000 feet,
the minimum specific fuel consumption increased from 0.925 to 1.20 pounds
per hour per pound net thrust as flight Mach number was increased from
0.16 to 1.00.
On each map is shown an optimum exhaust-nozzle schedule, which is
the schedule that provides the best specific fuel consumption for each
thrust level. In areas in which the specific fuel consumption was
approximately constant over a range of thrust levels, the exhaust-nozzle
area is scheduled to be as large as possible to give a greater accelera-





nozzle schedule varies with flight conditions and will be discussed later
in connection with methods of thrust modulation.
Also on each map are shown the limiting exhaust-gas temperature and
the control temperature corresponding to this limiting exhaust-gas tem-
perature. The correlation between control temperature and exhaust-gas
temperature is shown in figure 7 for a complete range of flight condi-
tions. If the control temperature is set on the limiting indicated tem-
perature, the true exhaust-gas temperature will be about 30 0 R above the,s
limiting value at low altitude, will approach the limiting'Value at an
altitude of 45,000 feet, and will be somewhat below the limiting value
at an altitude of 55,000 feet and low flight Mach numbers.
Thrust Modulation
Varying the engine speed and varying the exhaust-nozzle area are two
simple methods of thrust modulation. The performance obtained by varying
the exhaust-nozzle area at rated engine speed and by varying the engine
speed at an exhaust-nozzle area of 2.685 square feet is shown in fig-
ures 8 to 10. The effect of altitude at flight Mach numbers of 0.16 and
0.64 and the effect of flight Mach number at an altitude of 35,000 feet
are presented for thrust levels of 100, 90, 80, and 70 percent of maximum
thrust. Maximum thrust is the thrust obtained at rated engine speed
(6100 rpm) and rated turbine-outlet temperature (1685 0 R) for each flight
condition.
Varying exhaust-nozzle area at rated engine speed. - For the method
of thrust modulation in which the exhaust-nozzle area varies at rated
engine speed, the specific fuel consumption would increase as altitude
increased at any constant thrust level (figs. 8(b) and 9(b)). This
increase is principally the result of a loss in compressor efficiency
with an increase in corrected engine speed. Specific fuel consumption
also increased as flight Mach number increased (fig. 10(b)). Modulation
of thrust by this method, at rated engine speed, had very little effect
on specific fuel consumption except at a thrust level of 70 percent of
maximum. The higher specific fuel consumption at this condition was due
to the exhaust-nozzle area approaching a value that gave very high tail-
pipe pressure losses and also a low ideal air-cycle efficiency.
Varying engine speed at a constant exhaust-nozzle area. - Maximum
thrust is defined as the thrust at rated engine speed and rated exhaust-
gas temperature; therefore, at any given flight condition, there can be
only single values of maximum thrust and specific fuel consumption at
maximum thrust. The exhaust-nozzle area required to obtain rated exhaust-
gas temperature at rated engine speed varied with flight conditions.
For thrust levels of 90, 80, and 70 percent of maximum at an exhaust-
nozzle area of 2.685 square feet, altitude had little effect on specific
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fuel consumption (figs. 8(d) and 9(d)) because engine speed decreased as
altitude was increased (figs. 8(c) and 9(c)), which caused the corrected
engine speed to remain near the one for minimum specific fuel consump-
tion. Minimum specific fuel consumption remained essentially constant
with increase in altitude as previously discussed in the section Perfor-
mance Maps. Specific fuel consumption increased with increase in flight
Mach number (fig. 10(d)). Variations in thrust level from 90 to 70 per-
cent of maximum had little effect on specific fuel consumption.
Optimum Thrust Modulation
Comparison of the two methods of thrust modulation presented in the
preceding section shows a higher specific fuel consumption by varying
the exhaust-nozzle area at rated engine speed than by varying the engine
speed at a constant exhaust-nozzle area. At an altitude of 35,000 feet
and a flight Mach number of 0.64, the specific fuel consumption at 80 and
90 percent of maximum thrust was 1.14 pounds per hour per pound net thrust
by the method of varying the engine speed compared with 1.24 pounds per
hour per pound net thrust by the method of varying the exhaust-nozzle
area. However, varying the exhaust-nozzle area is advantageous for rapid
changes in thrust. At rated engine speed and any flight condition, the
net thrust can be modulated about 50 percent of maximum by varying the
exhaust-nozzle area.
The optimum thrust modulation schedule would be a combination of
these two methods as shown by the optimum exhaust-nozzle schedule on the
performance maps (fig. 6). This optimum exhaust-nozzle-area schedule
varies considerably with changes in flight condition. However, a
schedule that would be simple and nearly optimum for all flight condi-
tions would be to hold the exhaust-nozzle area at approximately 3.0 square
feet until rated engine speed is reached, and then close the exhaust
nozzle until limiting exhaust-gas temperature is obtained. A smaller
exhaust-nozzle area (about 2.8 sq ft) would be slightly better, but an
overtemperature control would have to be provided to keep the exhaust-
gas temperature within limits at certain flight conditions.
Performance from Pumping Characteristics
Engine performance at flight conditions other than those presented
,in this report may be calculated from the pumping characteristics pre-
sented in figures 11 to 13. These figures show the variation of engine
pressure ratio, corrected air flow, and corrected fuel flow with Reynolds
number index for a range of engine temperature ratios # and a range of
corrected engine speeds from 5800 to 6300 rpm. The points shown are not
actual data points but represent only the flight conditions at which
data were obtained.
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Engine pressure ratio decreased at an increasing rate as Reynolds
number index was decreased (altitude increased or flight Mach number
decreased). As previously discussed in the section Performance Maps,
compressor pressure ratio increased with increase in altitude, but the
component efficiencies decreased, thus requiring a large increase in tur-
bine pressure ratio to supply component work. The over-all effect was
a decrease in engine pressure ratio.
Corrected air flow was not particularly affected by variations in
Reynolds number index above a value of about 0.45. However, as Reynolds
number index was reduced below this critical value, the air flow decreased
appreciably.
Although corrected fuel flow (fig. 13) is not a rigorous function of
Reynolds number index, this relation provides a simple method of obtaining
fuel flow at any flight condition. Corrected fuel flow increased as
Reynolds number index was decreased because of reductions in component
efficiencies,
From these figures the engine pressure ratio, corrected air flow,
and corrected fuel flow can be obtained by selecting a flight condition
(Reynolds number index), engine speed, and turbine-outlet temperature.
Tail-pipe and exhaust-nozzle losses are presented in figures 14 and 15,
respectively, to assist in calculating thrust. From the pumping charac-
teristics and known losses in the tail pipe and exhaust nozzle, the net
thrust, fuel flow, and specific fuel consumption of the engine and exhaust
system can be determined. If the characteristics of the inlet system are
known, the performance of the entire system can be determined.
The exhaust-nozzle discharge coefficient based on a cold projected
area is presented in figure 16. From this curve exhaust-nozzle-outlet
area may be calculated for a wide range of flight conditions.
Summarized Performance
The altitude performance of the engine at rated conditions (engine
speed, 6100 rpm; turbine-outlet temperature, 16850 R) is summarized in
figures 17 and 18, in which the variation of net thrust and fuel flow
with true airspeed is shown. The solid curves represent the experimen-
tal data and the dashed curves are extensions of the experimental data
made by calculating performance from the pumping characteristics. The
points shown are not actual data points, but represent only the flight
conditions at which data were obtained.
Net thrust increased with airspeed except at very low airspeeds
where it decreased slightly. Fuel flow increased as airspeed was





The net thrust and the fuel flow calculated from pumping character-
istics compare within about t4 percent with the experimental data. The
specific fuel consumption obtained from calculated net thrust and fuel
flow would be within about +6 percent-of the experimental data.
Determination of Thrust in Flight
An accurate and simple indication of thrust is desired in order to
simplify operation at critical flight conditions such as at take-off or
during formation flying. Exhaust-nozzle pressure drop can be easily
.measured and provides a reasonably good correlation with jet thrust for
a fixed-area exhaust nozzle as shown in reference 2.
The variation of scale jet thrust with exhaust-nozzle pressure drop
for the YJ71-A-7 turbojet engine at three exhaust-nozzle areas is shown
in figure 19 for a range of flight conditions. The faired lines from
these three plots have been combined in figure 20 to show the effect of
exhaust-nozzle area on the correlation. Since the exhaust-nozzle area
affects only the slope of the curve, the correlation can be used for
determining thrust in flight if the exhaust-nozzle area is known.
Accuracy in measuring average turbine-outlet total pressure at all
flight conditions is essential for this correlation. A 1-percent error
in measuring total pressure will cause about a 2-percent error in the
jet-thrust value. The turbine-outlet total pressure used in this report
was obtained by taking the arithmetic average of 21 probes (seven probes
on each of three equally spaced rakes). Integrating total-pressure
rakes could probably be used to measure this pressure.
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The principal operational problem encountered during the investi-
gation was associated with the surge characteristics of the compressor.
The surge line of the compressor had a severe dip at engine speeds
between 65 and 85 percent of rated engine speed (ref. 1). Although the
engine was equipped with combustor=inlet bleed ports, accelerations at
all altitudes were very .slow. At altitudes above 35,000 feet, the
engine could be started but could not be accelerated to rated engine
speed even with the air bleed ports open. Modifications in compressor
design to alleviate the acceleration problem are being considered by
the manufacturer.
Another problem encountered was-the very rapid deterioration and
failure of the first turbine rotor stage. The blades of the first stage
were hollow, and the material used had low thermal shock resistance.
These factors combined with the high operating turbine-inlet tempera-
tures resulted in severe reduction in turbine life. The life of the
first-stage turbine rotor used in this investigation varied between
20 and 70 hours; however, the turbine stators and rotors were of an
interim design.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The following results were obtained from an altitude-wind-tunnel
investigation of a YJ71-A-7 turbojet engine operating over a range of
engine speeds and exhaust-nozzle areas at altitudes from 6000 to
55,000 feet and flight Mach numbers from 0.16 to 1.00.
1. The variation of corrected values of air flow, net thrust, and
fuel flow with corrected engine speed was not defined by a single curve
with changes in altitude at a given flight Mach number. The corrected
air flow at rated corrected engine speed was 167 pounds per second at
altitudes below 15,000 feet and decreased to about 163 pounds per second
at an altitude of 45,000 feet.
2. A minimum specific fuel consumption of 0.925 to 0.950 pound per
hour per pound net thrust was obtained at altitudes between 15,000 and
45,000 feet at a flight Mach number of 0.16. The minimum value occurred
at the same exhaust-nozzle area (2.86 sq ft) but at lower engine speeds
(approximately the same corrected engine speed) with increase in altitude.
3. An increase in flight Mach number at any altitude caused an
appreciable increase in minimum specific fuel consumption. The minimum
value occurred at smaller exhaust-nozzle areas and slightly higher
engine speeds (approximately the same corrected engine speed) as flight
Mach number increased. At an altitude of 35,000 feet, the minimum
specific fuel consumption increased from 0.925 to 1.20 pounds per hour
per pound net thrust as flight Mach number increased from 0.16 to 1.00.
4. The optimum exhaust-nozzle area - engine speed schedule varied
with flight conditions. However, a schedule that would be nearly opti-
mum for all flight conditions and yet simple to incorporate would be
to maintain an exhaust-nozzle area . of about 3.0 square feet until rated
engine speed is reached and then reduce the exhaust-nozzle area until
limiting exhaust-gas temperature is obtained.
5. Engine performance calculated from pumping characteristics was
found to be in close agreement with experimental data and can therefore
be considered an acceptable means for predicting performance character-
istics at flight conditions other than those investigated.
6. A correlation between exhaust-nozzle pressure drop and jet
thrust provided a reasonably accurate method of obtaining jet thrust in
flight provided the exhaust-nozzle area is known.
7. Engine acceleration was severely limited by the surge character-
istics of the compressor. At altitudes above 35,000 feet, the engine
could be started but could not be accelerated to rated engine speed.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics






The following symbols are used in this report
A	 cross-sectional area, sq ft
B	 thrust scale reading, lb
CD discharge coefficient, ratio of flow area to cold projected exhaust-
nozzle area
Cv effective velocity coefficient, ratio of scale jet thrust to rake
jet thrust calculated at exhaust-nozzle inlet
D	 external drag of installation, lb
Fj	jet thrust, lb
Fn net thrust, lb
g	 acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sect
H	 altitude, ft
M Mach number
N	 engine speed, rpm
P	 total pressure, lb/sq ft abs
p	 static pressure, lb/sq ft abs
R	 gas constant, 53.3 ft-lb/(lb)(OR)
T	 total temperature, OR
t	 static temperature, OR
V	 velocity, ft/sec or knots
Wa air flow, lb/sec
Wf fuel flow, lb/hr
W 	 gas flow, lb/sec
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T	 ratio of specific heats for gases
$a ratio of ambient absolute static pressure to absolute static pres-
sure of NACA standard atmosphere at respective altitude
5T ratio of engine-inlet absolute total pressure to absolute static
pressure of NACA standard atmosphere at sea-level
®a ratio of absolute ambient static temperature to absolute static
temperature of NACA standard atmosphere at the respective altitude
®T ratio of engine-inlet absolute total temperature to absolute static
temperature of NACA standard atmosphere at sea level
cp	 ratio of absolute viscosity of air at engine inlet to viscosity of






















Flight Mach number. - The flight Mach number, with complete ram
pressure recovery assumed, was calculated from the expression
Yl-1
	
It — V Y-1 L^PO	 - 1
Airspeed. - The following equation was used to calculate airspeed:
v0 r MO 4 YjRtO
Temperature. - Total temperatures were determined from indicated







where 0.85 is the impact recovery factor for the type of thermocouple
used.
Air flow. - Air flow was determined from pressure and temperature
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Gas flow. - The total weight flow through the engine was calculated
as follows:
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Wf
Wg , 6 — Wa, l }.3600
Scale thrust. - The jet thrust of the engine was determined from the
balance-scale measurements by using the following equation:
F j9s =B+D+ Wa -L+A,(Pl -PO)g
The last two terms of this expression represent the momentum and
pressure forces on the installation at the slip joint in the inlet air
duct. The external drag of the installation was determined with the
engine inoperative.
Scale net thrust was obtained by subtracting the free-stream momen-
tum of the inlet air from the scale jet thrust.
Fn,s __ Fj,s - Wail VOg
Calculated thrust. - At any flight condition the following are
known: 8T, eT , Tl, Pl , to, p0 , and Reynolds number index 5T /(P eT
(for (p see fig. 21) .
When an engine speed and exhaust-gas temperature are selected, the




















P6 and the effective velocity coefficient Cv may be found.
Rake.jet thrust is given by the following equations based on exhaust-
nozzle-outlet total pressure and temperature from the charts presented in
reference 3:
W
Fj ^ r = g Vj (subcritical)
Fj,r ' W g Vn + An (pn - PO) (supercritical)g
By definition




Scale net thrust is then obtained by subtracting the free-stream
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2	 3	 4	 5
Compressor	 Turbine Turbine Diff user






Station Pressure tubes Thermo-
couplesTotal Stream static Wall static
1 28 8 4 (a)
2 8 1 -- 8
3 8 -- -- 4
4 21 -- 6 18
5 12 -- 1 --
6 20 4 2 12
(a) Six thermocouples located upstream of engine
in inlet duct.



























	 5800	 6000	 6200
	 6400	 6600
Corrected engine speed, NI-V—eT, rpm
(a) Effect of altitude. Flight Mach number, 0.16.
Figure 3. - Variation of corrected air flow with corrected engine speed. Exhaust-nozzle










































5400 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200	 6400	 6600
Corrected engine speed, NI-V-O—T, rpm
(b) Effect of flight Mach number. Altitude, 35,000 feet.
Figure 3. - Concluded. Variation of corrected air flow with corrected















CONFIDENTIAL	 NACA RM E53E13
-5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200	 6400	 6600
Corrected engine speed, NI-V^j, rpm
Figure 4. - Effect of altitude on variation of corrected net thrust with corrected
engine speed. Flight Mach number, 0.16; exhaust-nozzle area, 2.685 square feet.
CONFIDENTIAL





























5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200	 6400	 6600
Corrected engine speed, NI-00—T, rpm
Figure 5. - Effect of altitude on variation of corrected fuel flow with corrected engine
speed.	 Flight Mach number, 0.16; exhaust-nozzle area, 2.685 square feet.
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10005000	 5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200
Engine speed, N, rpm
(a) Altitude, 6000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.159.
Figure 6. - Engine performance maps.
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95	 sv°	 _	 4.13
1100,
5000 62005200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000
Engine speed, N, rpm
(b) Altitude, 15,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.173.
Figure 6. - Continued. Engine performance maps.
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— — °	 Optimum exhaust-
nozzle schedule
NACA
5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200
Engine speed, N, rpm





























































5000 5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200
Engine speed, N, rpm
(d) Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.160.
Figure 6. - Continued. Engine performance maps.
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	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200














































°—°— — Optimum exhaust-
nozzle schedule
AIACA
38	 CONFIDENTIAL	 NACA RM E53E13
(e) Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.635.































Scale net	 3250	 /


















— — — Optimum exhaust-
nozzle schedule
5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200
Engine speed, N, rpm
(f) Altitude, 35,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.997.
Figure 6. - Continued. Engine performance maps.
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thrust,











1000 i —	 Specific fuel
consumption
— — —	 Optimum exhaust-
nozzle schedule
5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200





















40	 CONFIDENTIAL	 NACA RM E53M
(g) Altitude, 45,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.168.
Figure 6. - Continued. Engine performance maps.
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5200	 5400	 5600	 5800	 6000	 6200
Engine speed, N, rpm
(h) Altitude, 55,000 feet; flight Mach number, 0.824.













































































































































































































































































(b) Specific fuel consumption obtained at rated speed














(c) Speed required to obtain thrust shown in (a) at
constant exhaust-nozzle area (2.685 sq ft).
v a








10	 20	 30	 40	 SOX10
Altitude, H, ft
(d) Specific fuel consumption obtained at constant exhaust-
nozzle area (2.685 sq ft) by varying speed.
Figure 8. - Effect of altitude on specific fuel consumption for two
methods of thrust modulation at flight Mach number of 0.16.
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Thrust,
6000

























(b) Specific fuel consumption obtained at rated speed
(6100 rpm) by varying exhaust-nozzle area.
(c) Speed required to obtain thrust shown in (a) at




0) 0A o	 1.0
^n U	 0 10	 20	 30	 40	 50X103
Altitude, H, ft	 NACA
(d) Specific fuel consumption obtained at constant exhatast-
nozzle area (2.685 sq ft) by varying speed.
Figure 9. - Effect of altitude on specific fuel consumption for two
methods of thrust modulation at flight Mach number of 0.64.























0 L \ +^
v^03 ^^
1.0
(b) Specific fuel consumption obtained at rated speed










(c) Speed required to obtain thrust shown in (a) at
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Flight Mach number, MO
(d) Specific fuel consumption obtained at constant exhaust-
nozzle area (2.685 sq ft) by varying speed.
Figure 10. - Effect of flight Mach number on specific fuel con-
sumption for two methods of thrust modulation at an altitude
of 35,000 feet.
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(a) Corrected engine speed, 5800 rpm.
Figure 11. 9 Variation of engine pressure ratio with Reynolds
number index for various corrected engine speeds and engine
temperature ratios.
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Reynolds number index, 5TAP
(b) Corrected engine speed, 5900 rpm.
Figure 11. - Continued. Variation of engine pressure ratio with
Reynolds number index for various corrected engine speeds and
engine temperature ratios..
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(c) Corrected engine speed, 6000 rpm.
Figure 11. - Continued. Variation of engine pressure ratio with
Reynolds number index for various corrected engine speeds and
engine temperature ratios.
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Reynolds number index,.&Tb
(d) Corrected engine speed, 6100 rpm.
Figure 11. - Continued. Variation of engine pressure ratio with
Reynolds number index for various corrected engine speeds and
engine temperature ratios.
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(e) Corrected engine speed, 6200 rpm.
Figure 11. - Continued. Variation of engine pressure ratio with
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Reynolds number index, 6TI(P
(f) Corrected engine speed, 6300 rpm.
Figure 11. - Concluded. Variation of engine pressure ratio with





























(d) Corrected engine speed, 6100 rpm.
170
160
(e) Corrected engine speed, 6200 rpm.
0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .6	 1.0
Reynolds number index, 62,Iip Y tlT
(f) Corrected engine speed, 6500 rpm.
Figure 12. - Variation of corrected air flow with Reynolds
number index for various corrected engine speeds and
engine temperature ratios.
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Reynolds number index, aT^(P
(a) Corrected engine speed, 5800 rpm.
Figure 13. - Variation of corrected fuel flow with Reynolds number
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Reynolds number index,ST'S ^v
(b) Corrected engine speed s 5900 rpm.
Figure 13. m Continued. Variation of corrected fuel flow with
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(c) Corrected engine speed, 6000 rpm.
Figure 13. - Continued. Variation of corrected fuel flow with
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(d) Corrected engine speed, 6100 rpm.
Figure 13. - Continued. Variation of corrected fuel flow with
Reynolds number index for various corrected engine speeds and
engine temperature ratios.
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(e) Corrected engine speed, 6200 rpm.
Figure 13. - Continued. Variation of corrected fuel flow with
Reynolds number index for various corrected engine speeds and
engine temperature ratios.
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(f) Corrected engine speed, 6300 rpm.
Figure 13. - Concluded. Variation of corrected fuel flow with
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Figure 15. - Exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient.
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0	 200	 400	 600	 800	 1000
True airspeed, VO, knots
Figure 17. - Effect of true airspeed on net thrust at rated
engine speed (6100 rpm) and rated turbine-outlet tempera-
ture (16850 R).
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Figure 18. - Effect of t rue  airspeed on r u e 1  flow a t  rated 
engine speed (6100 rpm) and rated turbine -out l e t  temper - 
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Exhaust-nozzle pressure drop, P 4 - pO, lb/sq ft abs
(a) Exhaust-nozzle area, 2.54 square feet.
Figure 19. - Correlation of jet thrust with exhaust-nozzle pressure
drop for a range of flight conditions.
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Exhaust-nozzle pressure drop, P4 - PO, lb/sq ft abs
(b) Exhaust-nozzle area, 2.86 square feet.
Figure 19. - Continued. Correlation of ,jet thrust with exhaust-
nozzle pressure drop for a range of flight conditions.
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Exhaust-nozzle pressure drop, P4 - pO, lb/sq ft abs
(c) Exhaust-nozzle area, 4.13 square feet.
Figure 19. - Concluded. Correlation of ,het thrust
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Exhaust-nozzle pressure drop, P 4 - p0, lb/sq ft abs
Figure 20. - Correlation of jet thrust with exhaust-nozzle pressure drop
for three exhaust-nozzle areas over range of altitudes from 6000 to
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Figure 21. - Variation of viscosity ratio with temperature.
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Abstract
Altitude performance of a YJ71-A-7 turbojet engine, with afterburner
inoperative, was determined in the NACA Lewis altitude wind tunnel over
a wide range of flight conditions. Engine speed and exhaust-nozzle area
were controlled independently during this investigation.
The variation of corrected values of air flow, net thrust, and fuel
flow with corrected engine speed was not defined by a single curve with
changes in altitude at given flight Mach number. Changes in altitude
had very little effect on minimum specific fuel consumption at altitudes
up to 45,000 feet. There is one exhaust-nozzle schedule that is nearly
optimum for all flight conditions. Performance calculated from pumping
characteristics agreed with experimental values and can therefore be
used to extend engine performance data.
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